
Dear hark, 5/28/85 

I'd no sooner sealed the new evidence envelope to mail to you and rest a 
few mowents before driving into town to mail it when two additional thoughts 

intruded themselvee, I'll mention them briefiy so I will notfforget and I'll 
return to them tomorrow, after I see the doctor about the widiminished edema, 
which will be after my morning therapy. 

Whether or not you say it in your brief, the new evidence will make it clear 

that the FBI lied to Smith, knowingly and deliberately. He will be aware of it 
whether or not you make a point of it. I think it would not be inappropriate or 
in any way unwise or undiplomatic or disrespectful to reming hin that I did ask hin 
to determine whether or not the FUI's representations were factually correct and © 

he refused, despite the evidence in the case record and undisputed, (Jira dragged 

his ‘feet on that, too, and finally got around to it rather late when I kept 

prodding hin.) 

If you prevail on your legal woves having to do with contempotaneous records 

of the tine clained for, I think that for a number of purposes we ought move for hin 
to withdrava his dismissal. I'm quite willing to move that myself, but that ig 
entirely different than the precedents against YOIA requesters and their counsel 

and, perhaps, other counsel in other casdé, including you public-spirited typese 

These are bad precedents and can be overturned, with any luck at all, 
because they are based entirely on a ee Ruin ie this, degpjte the appeals court, 
remains their great vulnerability. Ad we tre hbre frrd 

Remember also that{he appeals court held Phillips to be incompetent to attest 
because he lacked personal Imowledge.(In Shuw.) 

Resuued 5/29 to develop two interrelated ideas, my objectives and what good 
can come of all of this. (I may wander and i'm a little disconcerted because the 
doctor is havi. to experinent with the medication to cope with the edena.3o if I an 

not clear, please tell ne.) 

If I had been able to dismiss this ca.c without orejudice to the rights of 

others after uy 1980 surgery - would heve, chiefly because i'd have preferred using 

the tive in weiting and because I now have much les.. ti.e. uch eurlier than that I 

wanted to do titis in the Mme cage before Yune Green but the government would have 

nothing to do with that. Ghey have their own oljectives. So I had to coutinue with 

this litigation to prevent its misuse for the total suppression of all undisclosed 

information relating to the JiK assassination uni its investigation. I did make the 

above offer and it was rejected out oV hand. Yin sisys that even smith was surprised 

at that and Shoved ite . 

Snith'; carelessness, J: im tells me, and IT think you did, too, means that they 

now have no imunity bath ror the JFK records so that is no longer an objective per 

se. It may ronain a means to other ends. 

rom the time they first sought discovery and now with the sanctions precedent Why 
questions are involved and thus the 4ct and the right: of plaintiffs and counsel in 

FOIA cases. With regard to counsel, the hazards. Under any circumstances these would 

be major considerations for me. with the enormous amount of tine and effort + now 
have invested in this, these are even more iMportant considerations if there remains 

the possibility of accomplishing worthwhile ends in taking a few initiatives that 
ought not require much time und effort. If there is any success it can have real 

significances. .sitlig Sri th to amul his Order ani Dismissal creates an ontirely 

new gituation and potentially great and real »roblems for the government, despite 

the Reaganizing of the appeals courte 
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The new evidence makes it apparent that the government lied throughout this 

entire litigation whether or not you once use the vord. And there at a vast difference 
between ap pro se presentation by a nonlawyer and a lawyerly develop of legal points. 

They can't stand any examination of their record of mendacity, wyich is permeating, 

however it is addressed as other than mendacity. 

I forgot, I have another objective now, getting those rotten bastards off my back. 

They'11 now have an additional problem, whether or not it coues from or is 

related to my supposedly ignored pro se petition. In the Shay case they filed an 
en banc petition limited exclusively to the ap .eals court'sholding that Yhillips 

is not co:petent to provide_; attestation because he lackf personak Imowledge of the 
JFK assassination invoo ti goth Sttiat is a new ground in this case beciuse it so 

held: after the case record before Smith was closed. So, ve can move for the 
rejection of almost all his attestations, all related to New Orleans and Dallas records. 
(Although I do not anticipate any perjury allegation against him, there came a point 

at which he swore cowpetently and falsely, so ignorance and lack of personal knowledge 

is not a defense against a perjury charge they may visualize being made. ) 

So, along with reference to my rejected reqyest that Smith determine the factual 
accuracy of what the government presented to him as a reminder with the new evidence, 

which establishes the witruthfulness of their filings, a reminder of the finding 

that Phillips is incompetent. Which it happens I alleged on several occasions and 
particularly with regard to sone of the new evidence information, like the ticklers 
aud the police broadcast recordingse I think it wis alleged with regard to the 

searches that, incredibly, remain unmade. That gets to another point of potential 
perjury charges, SA Anderson's attestation that the search slips he provided are a) 
the originals and b) made for this litigation, and theyfought worry about that, too. 

(Jim, incidentally, managed to omit the unnadeg searches in his statement of material 
facts, so getting it in can be very worbhwhile.) 

Vhat we are talkin;; about is at once relatively simple and easy and at the 

same time truly horrendous, and despite the ReaBpanizing of the appeals court T think 
that it oe have an impact at Justice, where if there is any rational lawyer left 

_they ought have real worries about any such matters going anywhere after Smith. In 
short, aside from other considerations, which do exist, it is not impossible, whatever 

the probabilities, that they my be willing ta wipe this thing out and keep it from 
going any farthur.If they want to fo that, this means that you and 1 have to agree, 

and that means we have our interests. Tuayine what it would mean if in this case they 

wind up paying you counsel fees and costs! I think it is not impossible. and what it 

contd sean to the act and other reyue::ters. (Without need,I visualize no new requests, 

ener I would like to get,their withheld records on me. so that, before I die, I can 

address then.) 

this new evidence can mean, “mith or no ‘mith, thet they have to begin from 

seratch and do what they never did. I can waive that, and under the right circumstances 

I woulde 

49 you really think that even this appeals court would ignore the clear signi- 

ficance of this new evidence in terms of even just search, which I emphasize is not 

only not mdde but Phillips attested pas suvstituted for? Can you sce even this court 

holding that there is a substitution for search Weru the records are? (Even Shea 

told me the FBI was stupid not to have even made a pretense of searching in Dallas.) 
‘they -t HOA 

This ulso wipes out tom defegéncies I'm sure youf observed and not commented on. 

This new evidence also represents a horrible thing they have done to me, the 

opposite side of sunctions ayuinst an aging and uawell man, and ve are not yet a 

society which accept abuse o: the ill and elderly. (And if Smith assesses only ot 

avainst me Iouay yet pesupe to pay it ama lev then coutend with that, too.J want very



much, after all these ye:r: of abuses from them, to get then off my back and this can 
be the means. I just want them to leave me alone and stop maligming me.) It is especially 
evil and makes them more vulnerdble because the same component of the FBI and the sume 
division of MMR lawyers and perhaps, as I think, the same Ful supervisor, are involved 
and actually possessed this new evidence at the tine they were swearing that it did 
not exist to the courts and claiming they necded discovery from me and then So_ught 
and obtained sanctions. 

To now, perforce, you'vd had to think defensively. low, however, you do not 
have to. Now you can think of putting them on the defensive, as even before a "mith 
they will be. Even nore if there can be some pubfic attention, es through a news 
storye and the great nerit, as a nonlavyer sees it, Bm is that it requires little 
or no legal research and no more thun drawing together a relatively small amount of 
material already in hand. 

Lord Acton was right, power corrupts and absolute power corrupts absolutely. 
They have been so corrupt that it becanes a great, great vulnerability. And while 
it is not possible to anticipate with any certsinty what the po.ier-mad will do or 
how they will react and I won't try, Ido think it is obvious that if there is only 
one rational lawyer in DJ who would read the kind of straightfowward and Lucit 
presentation I've just read in your Opposition, they ought see without the suggestion 
being made that charges can be made aginst soue of them und they might be willing 
to wipe this while thing out in a way that satisfies us ind is just great for FOIA. 

Just imagine if you can turn this case arows! an! at this stage! How exciting, 
how dramatic and how worthwhile! 

and every judge who has been accepting their dishonesties would know and might 
wonder a bit what might hap en to him when he does spain. 

Please think about this when you can, I think it represents relatively little 
additional work over shat you'ye said ought be done and it can mean so much, be 
so rewarding and be at least one meaningful step in opno&ition to the growing 
authoritarianism of this administration and its repressions of information and 
access to it. 

Uonefuzly, 

  

P.S. I'm sorry about the ribbon but with the cha: wes La typewriters it is almost 
impossibl:: to vet one hereubouts. I'm hoping that I have suc will see GOMOrrow.e


